




Abstract 

Low speed wind tunnel stuhes have been conducted to investigate the effect 
of vortex flaps with a rounded leading-edge on delta wing performance. 
Measurements were done using the 60" delta wing at a Reynolds number 
based on the centre line chord of 8x105. Results indicated that the rounded 
leading-edge delta wing with 30" vortex flap deflection improves the lift/drag 
ratio at lift coefficients hrgher than 0.4, when compared with the sharp 
leadmg-edge flat delta wing. The effect of a trailing-edge flap with vortex 
flaps was also investigated. 

Nomenclature 

Wing aspect ratio 
Axial force coefficient 
Wing center-line chord, m 
Drag coefficient 
CO at zero lift 
Lift coefficient 
Pitchmg moment coefficient non-drmensionalised using mean chord 
and measured at 1 O O m m  upstream of trailing-edge 
Induced drag coefficient 
Lift/Drag ratio 
Free stream velocity, d s  
Wing incidence, degrees 
Vortex flap deflection angle measured normal to the hmge line, 
degrees 
Trailing-edge flap deflection angle, degrees 

Abbreviations 
SLE Sharp Leading-edge 
RLE Rounded Leading-edge 
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RR Rounded Leading-edge with Roughness 
00 6f=0° 
30 6f-30" 
105 6 ~ 5 "  
115 6~=15" 
1-15 6 ~ - 1 5 "  

1. Introduction 

A sharp leadmg-edge delta wing shows poor aerodynamic characteristics at 
low speeds. The leadmg-edge separation vortex formed over the wing 
surface produces a large suction force whch increases the drag component 
and hence reduces the lift/drag ratio (see Fig. la). 

One of the solutions to improve the low speed characteristics of the delta 
wing is to deploy a leading-edge vortex flap (LEVF)'). The LEVF is a full 
span deflectable surface at the leading-edge. A leading-edge separation 
vortex can be formed over the forward facing flap surface that produces a 
suction force as shown in Fig. lb. Hence the drag force is reduced and the 
1iWdrag ratio is improved. Many tests have been done to confirm the benefits 
of the LEVF~-~).  

Another way of improving delta wing performance is to use a rounded 
leadmg-edge7>*). A leading-edge suction force is produced around the 
rounded leadmg-edge and that reduces the drag acting on the wing. 
According to reference 7 ,  the maxiTnum lift/drag ratio of a 60" rounded 
leading-edge delta wing is more than 16 at a Reynolds number based on the 
wing mean chord of 9 .28~10~.  

This result suggested us that further improvements could be obtained by a 
combination of the LEVF and a rounded leadmg-edge. Both the suction force 
produced by the leading-edge separation vortex over the LEVF surface and 
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